
ZM HWACCEL RPI3 Testing: Amovision Q630M

Objective: To test capabilities of RPI3 with HWACCEL (mmal) enabled, and with a few cameras. This
test will be an Amovision.

Preface: I’ve already covered the install, and introductory testing in an ascii file. See those for more 
details in the repo. In this guide we will be testing the Amovision Q630M IP camera. I’ve detailed its 
good and bad specs at https://wiki.zoneminder.com/Amovision_AM-Q630M . Compared to the 
Foscam, it seems to run at a much higher FPS when in RTSP mode. The foscam gave only 3 FPS, the 
Amovision gives 20-30FPS. With the higher FPS comes more load, however.

Test:  The Amovision is setup with FFMPEG source, and rtsp path. The path used was found via onvif. 
One can use either Onvif Device Probe (windows) or the built in ZM Onvif probe. Paths are also 
available via ispy website.

The configuration is:
Source Path:rtsp://:@10.8.9.223/user=admin_password=SECRET_channel=1_stream=0.sdp
Width: 1280
Height: 720

It was tested and confirmed to work in VLC or Mplayer before trying in ZM. Your password will be 
different.

After adding the camera, using FFMPEG, but no h264 passthrough, in RECORD mode we get a 
resulting load of 3.9 or so, and 23 or 22 FPS. This is a 1280x720 camera.

See image:

https://wiki.zoneminder.com/Amovision_AM-Q630M


Monitor gives us a very minimal load of about 1. This shows that nodect would be the king when it 
comes to performance. I prefer hardware motion detection, and offloading CPU usage is a good reason 
(but not the only reason) to use hardware motion detectors.
 

Moving on, let’s confirm that HWACCEL is being called…
I will set debug on _zmc_m2 
By grepping on the log we can find the following:
zmc2_debug.log.06208:08/11/18 07:36:58.322861 zmc_m2[6208].DB1-zm_ffmpeg_camera.cpp/542 
[HWACCEL not in use]

You might think that HWACCEL is not being called, but it conflicts with this log:
less zm_debug.log.05594 
root@raspberrypi:/var/log/zm# grep -ir mmal
zmc2_debug.log.06382:08/11/18 07:39:26.839304 zmc_m2[6382].DB1-zm_ffmpeg_camera.cpp/503 
[Success finding decoder (h264_mmal)]
zmc2_debug.log.06382:08/11/18 07:39:26.839412 zmc_m2[6382].DB1-zm_ffmpeg_camera.cpp/512 
[Video Found decoder h264_mmal]
zm_debug.log.05486:08/11/18 04:51:33.526451 zmc_m1[5486].DB1-zm_ffmpeg_camera.cpp/503 
[Success finding decoder (h264_mmal)]

And that shows HWACCEL is enabled, as the decoder was found. It’s possible I am either mistaken, or 
the debug logs are giving incorrect reads.



Let’s enable H264 passthrough and see how this affects the load.

It ends up curtailing the 3.9 load to about 2.
Now, I have a 22 FPS 720p camera (B&W) recording at just over 2 load.

So as you may or may not have expected, the best results are with h264 passthrough. By not storing 
any JPEGs we get the compression, and the CPU savings. If you add in hardware motion sensors you 
get even more CPU savings (by using nodect. Modect, and mocord are not as efficient).

The next test needed to be done, is to setup an equivalent 1.30.4 ZM on a pi and compare the 
performance of this test, to see if indeed HWACCEL is doing what we think it should.


